MONDAY JULY 22
9:00 AM - 9:45 AM Checkride Tips and Strategies for Success | Jason Blair, Aviation Author
10:00 AM - 10:45 AM How to Enter the World of Warbirds | Warbird Owners panel discussion moderated by Mike Ginter, AOPA Air Safety Institute
11:00 AM - 11:45 AM Trapped in the Hills: Deadly Complacency | Adam Raney, AOPA Air Safety Institute
12:00 PM - 12:45 PM Behind the Scenes at AOPA Media | Panel discussion with AOPA's Media Team moderated by Hangar Talk's David Tulis
1:00 PM - 1:45 PM Sporty's: Flying with the iPad as a Digital Copilot | Bret Korekoe, Sporty's Pilot Shop
2:00 PM - 2:45 PM 5 Things You Must Know About Datalink Weather | Dr. Scott Dennstaedt, EZWeather
3:00 PM - 3:45 PM Caution Helicopter Wake Turbulence | Ned Parks, Aegis 360 Consulting, Inc.
4:00 PM - 4:45 PM Flying Over the Washington, D.C. National Monument Without Getting Shot Down | Bruno Brasileiro @Fly_With_Bruno

TUESDAY JULY 23
9:00 AM - 9:45 AM What's New in ForeFlight | Ryan McBride, ForeFlight
10:00 AM - 10:45 AM SocialFlight Live: Talking Safety with Jeff Simon, Brian Schiff & Jason Miller | Jeff Simon, SocialFlight; Brian Schiff, National Association of Flight Instructors; Jason Miller, Learn The Finer Points
11:00 AM - 11:45 AM Ask the AOPAs - Live! | AOPA Podcast Hosts: Mike Busch, Paul New, and Colleen Sterling
12:00 PM - 12:45 PM Navigating the Traffic Pattern | Tom Letts, Boeing Global Services
1:00 PM - 1:45 PM Safety and Social Media | Panels: @angleofattack; @learnthefinerpoints; @abananaaaaaaaaa; @flymetothisfun; @flywith_bruno; @highmaintenance_chels; @aviation101
2:00 PM - 2:45 PM Aircraft Insurance 101: What You Need to Know Before You Fly | Cher Clare, AssuredPartners Aerospace
3:00 PM - 3:45 PM Privacy in Training for Management of Emergency Situations | Jason Blair, Aviation Author
4:00 PM - 4:45 PM Aviation Weather Q&A Panel | Dr. Ian Johnson and Gary Poleidof of FAA Weather Technology in the Cockpit; Danny Sims and Tammy Power of FAA Weather Research Program; and Nicole Stevens NOAA/NWS/NCW Science & Technology Innovation Meteorologist

WEDNESDAY JULY 24
8:30 AM - 11:45 AM Rusty Pilots Seminar | Chris Moser, AOPA Foundation You Can Fly
12:00 PM - 12:45 PM Density Altitude | Tom Letts, Boeing Global Services
1:00 PM - 1:45 PM Thinking About the Unthinkable (Who Said Takeoffs Were Easy?) | Bruce Landsberg, Retired Vice Chairman of the NTSB and AOPA Air Safety Institute Advisor
2:00 PM - 2:45 PM Accidents and Life Happen, Now What? How to Keep Your Medical and Pilot Certificate and Stay Safe | Jeremy Browner, AOPA Legal; Anita Felzer, AOPA Medical; Bruce Landsberg, Retired Vice Chairman of the NTSB and AOPA Air Safety Institute Advisor
3:00 PM - 3:45 PM Key Benefits to Working with an Escrow and Title Company | Christina Hancock, Aero-Space Reports
4:00 PM - 4:45 PM Essential Techniques for Safe Flying | Jason Miller, Learn the Finer Points, ATP/CFII; Brian Schiff, National Association of Flight Instructors (NAFI)
5:30 PM - 7:30 PM AOPA Members-Only 85th Anniversary Celebration

THURSDAY JULY 25
8:00 AM - 9:45 AM Foundation Donor Appreciation Breakfast | Private Event
10:00 AM - 10:45 AM The Kings on Straight Talk About Aviation Safety | John & Martha King, King Schools
11:00 AM - 11:45 AM Pilot Town Hall | Mark Baker, AOPA President; AOPA Senior Staff
12:00 PM - 12:45 PM Team Aviatrix: Getting into Aviation | Moderated by Katrina Shull, AOPA Social Media with Panels: Kate Przybyl, AOPA Foundation; @astronaut_vright; @highmaintenance_chels; @adminlindy
1:00 PM - 1:45 PM An Insiders View of NTSB and General Aviation | Bruce Landsberg, Retired Vice Chairman of the NTSB and AOPA Air Safety Institute Advisor
2:00 PM - 2:45 PM Weather and Risk: What Accidents Teach Us About Ourselves | Brian Macbeach, AOPA Aviation Finance; Jeremy Browner, AOPA Legal; Cher Clare, AssuredPartners Aerospace; Christina Hancock, Aero-Space Reports
3:00 PM - 3:45 PM How to Buy an Airplane | Ryan Braun, uAvionix
4:00 PM - 4:45 PM Maximum Fun, Minimum Cost: The Wonderful World of Flying Clubs | Cade Halle, AOPA Foundation You Can Fly
5:30 PM - 7:00 PM Flying Clubs Social | Private Event, Ticket Required

FRIDAY JULY 26
9:00 AM - 9:45 AM Staying Plugged Into Your Local Airport | Kyle Lewis, AOPA, AOPA Airports/State Advocacy and Government Affairs
10:00 AM - 10:45 AM Airport Boards and Commissions – What Every Pilot Should Know | Mike Ginter, AOPA Air Safety Institute and Kyle Lewis, AOPA Airports/State Advocacy and Government Affairs
11:00 AM - 11:45 AM Upgrades: The Urgent and the Unnecessary | Chelsea Smith @highmaintenance_chels
12:00 PM - 12:45 PM ForeFlight for Pinch Hitters | ForeFlight Team Member
1:00 PM - 1:45 PM How to Build a Career in Aviation | Matt Johnston, California Aeronautical University and Abbey Hutter, JSfirm.com
2:00 PM - 2:45 PM Learning From Icons | Bruce Landsberg, Retired Vice Chairman of the NTSB and AOPA Air Safety Institute Advisor
3:00 PM - 3:45 PM Airlines and Social Media: the Good, the Bad, the Ugly! | Joe Costanza @bananassssss
4:00 PM - 4:45 PM Into the Alligator's Mouth: Psychology of Personal Flight Minimums | Jolie Lucas, CEO Cascade Counseling, Inc., LCSW

SATURDAY JULY 27
9:00 AM - 9:45 AM Weather and Risk: What Accidents Teach Us About Ourselves | LT Justin Moore, U.S. Coast Guard
10:00 AM - 10:45 AM Opposing Bases Air Traffic Talk: LIVE | AG and RH, Opposing Bases Podcast
11:00 AM - 11:45 AM Ask the AOPAs - Live! | AOPA Podcast Hosts: Mike Busch, Paul New, and Colleen Sterling
12:00 PM - 12:45 PM Staying Alive in Your Airplane | Jason Miller, Learn The Finer Points
1:00 PM - 1:45 PM Leveraging Old Technology to Create New Ideas, the History of eVTOL | Zach Reeder, Joby Aviation
2:00 PM - 2:45 PM Is the Approach Active? Flying Approaches with Garmin 430/530/650/750 & GI1000 Units | Hank Gibson, The Aviator's Academy
3:00 PM - 3:45 PM Avoid the Flow of Fixed Wing Traffic | Phil Jennings, Retired US Army UH-60/Blackhawk Instructor and Current Fixed Wing Pilot